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What a busy year it has 
been, with so many 
enjoyable trips and 

events. As you can imagine, 
most of the year for me revolves 
around The Royal Cornwall 
Show and I would like to thank 
the team that make it all possible 
– far too many to mention, but 
you know who you are. As I write 
this, it’s already November and 
I am thinking about the Show 
next year, which has to be very 
special as it is our Centenary.

I was certainly glad to take a 
two-week break after the 2018 
Show and visit southwest France 
for some well-earned rest and 
relaxation with Richard. We love 
France, the food, the people, the 
space and, of course, the wine!

2019 will certainly be a year to 
remember with so many exciting 
plans in the pipeline. Recently 
two of us visited Nine Ashes 

Activity Centre and Campsite to 
start planning our Cake, Craft & 
Camping weekend – so keep the 
weekend of 30th August – 1st 
September free! We promise an 
exciting selection of outdoor and 
indoor activities to suit everyone. 
There will be some indoor 
accommodation on a first come, 
first served basis so get your 
applications in quickly.

My first experience of the WI 
was many years ago when I 
attended Probus WI whilst we 
lived there. I was then a member 
of Linkinhorne WI and served 
on the committee some 40 years 
ago; then family life took over 
and I took a break. I was then 
encouraged to re-join the WI 
when my daughter asked me to 
go along with her when Bodmin 
Gaolbirds formed five years ago. 
I have served as Secretary and I 
am now President. I retired from 
work five years ago but, as many 
people say, I don’t know how I 
found time to work!

My working life has always been 
involved with administration. 
On leaving school, I worked for 
The Cornishman newspaper 
office in Penzance, and then 
took a few years break to raise 
a family. Then it was back into 
admin as Business Manager 
for an import/wholesale 
company. My last position (for 
22 years) before I retired was 
as Partnership Administrator/
Office Manager/Lettings 

Manager for a local firm, 
wearing many hats. My work has 
always revolved around people 
and social interaction, which is 
one of the reasons that I enjoy 
the WI so much.

Life is all about doing what you 
enjoy and finding fulfilment 
– serving on the Board of 
Trustees has not only kept me 
busy but has also inspired me. 
I have four daughters and nine 
grandchildren, and my partner 
has three children and three 
grandchildren, so life is not 
only busy but also colourful 
and challenging. My two eldest 
daughters are WI members in 
other counties but have already 
booked the weekend to join us 
for camping in August – I need 
their expertise to put up the 
tent! They both have Girl Guide 
experience, which should be 
helpful.

By the time you read this, 
Christmas will be a memory and 
I hope that you all had a healthy 
and enjoyable time. I am looking 
forward to meeting many of you 
at next year’s events and on trips.

Please contact me anytime, 
especially if you have any ideas 
for trips 

Best wishes, 

JANUARY DIARY DATES
18th January – Centenary County Lunch
25th January – New Year Quiz

JANUARY CLOSING DATES
3rd January – Centenary Cake Fest
7th January – Show the Love

Diary Updates Cover Photo

NOTES FROM THE BOARDROOM

WI members pose in the grounds of 
Treloyhan Manor during our very 
successful Residential Weekend held in 
November 2018.

Get to know Pam Selley, a member 
of the CFWI Board of Trustees

Pam
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CENTENARY TEA DANCE
Friday 15th March 2019
HOTEL BRISTOL, 
NEWQUAY 2-5pm

Come and trip the light fantastic 
as you glide across the ballroom 
floor at The Hotel Bristol in 
Newquay. The hotel is set on 
Narrowcliff with wonderful sea 
views and offering exceptional 
service. Established in 1927, this 
beautiful hotel keeps the past 
alive with its art deco interior.

This is Strictly Come WI with 
resident tutors on hand to 
guide us through a selection of 
ballroom, Latin and sequence 
dancing. You do not have to be 
an expert! So put on your posh 
frocks – optional of course – 
and come along and enjoy.

You will also be served a 
Cornish Cream Tea – a glass of 
prosecco is an optional extra!

If numbers allow, partners 
will be welcomed.  

Cost: £10
Closing Date: Thursday 
21st February 2019
Further Information: 
Pam Selley  

NOTES FROM THE OFFICE
200+ CLUB 
October winner of £38 – Liz 
Anderson of Sheffield WI
November winner of £38 – 
Mary Hocking, St Agnes WI

ADDITIONS TO 
SPEAKERS’ DIRECTORY
Please note these additions 
to our CFWI Speakers’ 
Directory, following our 
most recent Speakers’ 
Auditions Day. A full copy of 
the Directory, with contact 
details and fee information, 
can be found on our website 
at www.cornwallwi.org.uk.

• Laura Stephens and 
Esther Way of the 
Alzheimer’s Society 
– The Alzheimer’s 
Society: United against 
Dementia. 

• Sophie Barber of Cancer 
Research UK – Cancer 
Research UK / Science 
Games / Progress in 
Cancer Research.

• Travel writer Des Hannigan 
- A Travel Writer’s Life 
/ The Almost Island: 
Cornwall’s Coast and Sea.

• Jo Warwick – The 
Cornerstones of Estate 
Planning: Legally 
Protecting You and 
Your Loved Ones

• Amanda Harris – 
Behind the Lines (a 
personal account of 
her grandmother’s 
experiences in the Women’s 
Army Auxiliary Corps 
during World War I)

FEDERATION MATTERS

FLY LIKE A BIRD!
Saturday 18th May 2019
HANGLOOSE ADVENTURE 
CENTRE (EDEN PROJECT)
10:30am-3:30pm
Have you ever wanted to fly like a 
bird? Now is your chance to try!

On Saturday 18th May 2019, we 
plan for at least 100 of us (for 
our 100 years!) to whizz over the 
Eden Project on Skywire – the 
longest and fastest zip line in 
the country! Skywire is run by 
Hangloose Adventure Centre and 
is located next to the Eden Project.

It is a brilliant experience. You’ll be 
strapped into a harness and helmet 
and carefully instructed on what 
to do by the very helpful staff. It is 
not scary and it does not bang you 
about. You will never forget the feel 
and the sight of gliding over the 
Eden crater. What a memorable 
way to celebrate the Centenary!

The cost is £20, which is a big 

saving on the usual cost. £2 of 
this will go to help promote the 
plastic campaign in Cornwall. 
However much we raise for 
this, Brian Phelps, Director of 
Hangloose, is going to match it. 

You need to be over 18 and under 
18stone 12lb, and be relatively 
fit and healthy. For full details 
on restrictions, see www.
hanglooseadventures.com.

Note that the zipwire is not inside 
Eden. You may want to spend 
the rest of the day in Eden – but 
you will need an Eden ticket 
or pass for that as usual.

This event is open to friends 
and family, space permitting.

Cost: £20
Closing Date: Thursday 
4th April 2019
Further Information: Julia 
Havard  

• Archaeologist Dr Julie 
Wileman – Ancient 
Jewellery: The Archaeology 
of Bling / Ancient 
Underwear / Jewellery 
through the Ages / 
Childhood in the Past / 
Ancient Gardens / The 
Archaeology of Mining

• Rob Barratt – comic 
poetry and singing

If your WI should ever have 
problems with or complaints 
about any of the speakers listed 
in the Speakers’ Directory, 
please contact the Office 
immediately. We only want to 
offer speakers who are up to WI 
standards to help you have the 
best monthly meetings possible.

YEARBOOK UPDATES
• Blunts WI has a New 

Secretary: Joy Delbridge, 

 
 

 Blunt WI’s 
new email address is 

• Hayle WI has a new 
Secretary : Barbara 
Read   

 
 

 

• St Columb Minor have 
changed to afternoon 
meetings, which will 
commence at 2pm on 
the 2nd Wednesday of 
each month. The venue 
remains the same.

• St Erme WI’s email 
address has changed to
: 

 

CHAIRMAN’S COFFEE 
MORNING
Friday 3rd May 2019
ST ISSEY VILLAGE HALL
10am-1pm

We will be holding a wonderful big 
Chairman’s Coffee Morning at St 
Issey Village Hall on 3rd May. This 
is our annual event to raise funds 
toward the cost of our marquee 
at the Royal Cornwall Show, and 
we are always grateful for the 
support of you, our members.

Come along and enjoy coffee, tea 
and lots of cake – both to eat, and 
to buy and take home. There will 
be the usual stalls – Tombola, 
a book stall, Trading Post with 
Centenary merchandise to purchase, 
a plant stall and, of course, a raffle. 
As always, this is also a great 
opportunity to meet up with WI 
members from all over Cornwall.

So bring a carload of members, 
or take advantage of the coach 
and enjoy lunch and shopping 
in Padstow in the afternoon. 

Cost: £3 payable on the 
door (no ticket required)
Cost of coach: £15
Closing Date for Coach 
Tickets: Thursday 21st March
Further Information: Jane 
Dover  
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MEMBERSHIP 
MATTERS TO ALL

HAPPY NEW YEAR!
It’s now nearly time for 
WI Annual Meetings, and 
we hope you are all fully 
prepared - nominations for 
Committee and Officers in 
place, f inancial statements 
prepared and examined and 
everyone raring to go.

The Membership Support Sub-
Committee will be organising 
Officer Training in May, and 
details of dates and venues 
will follow shortly, so watch 
this space. There is a wealth 
of information about running 
a successful WI on the NFWI 
website under MyWI and WI 
Training. Meanwhile, if you 
have any queries please contact 
your dedicated WI Adviser.
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ACTIVITY AND LEISURE

YET ANOTHER 
GIRLS’ DAY IN
Friday 5th April 2019 
CHY NOWETH AN CONTETH
10am for 10:30am-3pm
By popular request, we have 
planned another day packed 
with activities just for you.

In the morning, Dawn Rowe will 
once again guide us through 
some simple exercise routines 
to suit all abilities. Hannah 
Darling always has something 
in mind to help us to look our 
best. And you will experience a 
Mindfulness session, a form of 
relaxation through meditation.

In the afternoon, Jessica 
Strongman, Director of the 
Chaos Group, will come along 
to talk to us about Chaos, 
a charity that works with 
“disabled and disadvantaged 
members of the community 
to provide experiences and 
opportunities to help them 
find their feet; whether it’s 
homelessness, addiction, 
disability or mental health.”

Coffee and tea will be available 
on arrival, with soup and roll 
and a selection of cakes on 
offer at lunchtime. You are 
also very welcome to bring 
your own packed lunch.

Cost: £10 (additional £5 
for lunch, payable on the 
day – please indicate on 
application form whether 
lunch is required)
Closing date: Thursday 
28th February 2019
Further Information: 
Sandra Buck  

ROSEBOWL QUIZ 
RESULTS
Battling high winds and heavy 
rain, 21 WIs from around the 
County joined our Activity 
and Leisure sub-committee 
at Ladock Community Hall 
for the Rosebowl Quiz 
competition. Much to their 
surprise, Bodmin Gaolbirds 
were the winners, followed 
closely by: 2nd – Cuddra 
1 and Launceston 2; 3rd – 
Launceston 1; 4th – Carnon 
Downs 1; 5th – Ladock Ladies 
and Scraping the Barrel 
(Penpol & Point); 6th – Ladies 
of Lane; 7th – St Erme 
Keepfitters; 8th – Penny’s 
Pin-ups (Marhamchurch 
2); 9th – Luggan Maids 
(Illogan) and Team Truro; 
10th – Veryan; 11th – Kathy’s 
Crew (Marhamchurch 1); 
12th – Bonaventures (Week 
St Mary); 13th – Grampies 
(Grampound); 14th – South 
Hill and St Mellion; 15th – 
Trematon; 16th – Cuddra 2; 
and 17th – Carnon Downs 2

SHOW THE LOVE 
FOR CORNWALL
Friday 15th February 2019 
CHY NOWETH AN 
CONTETH
1:30pm-4pm

Join us at Chy Noweth an 
Conteth on 15th February 2019, 
and help us encourage all our 
Cornwall MPs to wear their 
green hearts on their lapels 
during PMQs; we plan to invite 
all six to our event. There will 
be a series of short talks by local 
environmentalists, followed 
by a panel discussion. We will 
finish with a cream tea and 
conversation. There is no charge 
for this event, but numbers are 
limited, so please complete the 
application form in the usual 

ENVIRONMENT AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS
way, as entry will still be by 
ticket. And don’t forget to wear 
your own green hearts!

Cost: no charge
Closing date: 
Monday 7th January 2019
Further Information: 
Pippa Stilwell  

 

BAKER CUP 
COMPETITION 2019
“Cornwall Federation Centenary” 
is the subject of this year’s Baker 
Cup Competition. There must be 
so many memories and pictures 
of events across Cornwall over 
the years, and we’d like you 
to share them with us. The 
Competition is open to all WIs 
and must be the work of at least 
four members. 

Cost: £8 
Closing Date for Entries: 
Thursday 28th February 2019
Closing Date for 
Submissions: 
Thursday May 30th 2019
For a Copy of the Baker Cup 
Guidelines or for Further 

Information: 
Helen Mills-Jenkins 

 

BLAIKLEY SALVER 2018 
WINNING POEM

The 2018 Blaikley Salver poetry 
competition was won by Judith 
Fowler of Crantock WI. Judith 
recited her wonderful poem at 
our last Annual Council Meeting, 
but we reprint it here for those of 
you who missed it.

Food Matters
When we’re browning meat 
together
And there’s butter on the f loor,
Mashed potatoes in your 
eyebrows,
On the dog and up the wall,

Then I look at you and think that
Life just cannot be improved.
Though the process may get 
messy,
It’s not just about the food.
Now it’s time to fill the dish up
After stirring in the peas.
We don’t mind the gravy spilling
Though it dribbles past your 
knees.
But you only see the fun here,
You don’t ever see the f laws.
Hey, the meal may not be perfect 
–
It’s not going out of doors.

Did you know we pass these 
dishes
On from Kitchen on to kitchen?
For your Mummy stood where 
you now stand,
A smeary, smiling urchin.

And memories are made of pies
Like this one on the way.
Once I wiped it off your Mummy
And you’ll do the same one day.

See the stain made by tomatoes
And that burnt spot on the 
f loor?
Never had a heart to move them.
So let’s make a thousand more.
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COMBINED ARTS

POETRY AND THE 
SPOKEN WORD
Friday 26th April 2019
CHY NOWETH AN CONTETH
10:30am-3pm
Do you enjoy poetry? Would you 
like to write your own poems but 
wonder where to start? During 
the first part of the morning we 
will hear about the poets of the 
past; what inspired them and 
their craftsmanship. After coffee, 
there will be an opportunity 
to work on some verse, either 
independently or in company 
perhaps using some of the tools 
you have learned about. Our 
tutor will be Jane Sleep, an 
English teacher, who will be 
there to guide and encourage us. 
Please bring along a notepad and 
pen/pencil and a copy of your 
favourite poem, if you have one.

After lunch, The Very Reverend 
Michael Moxon will be sharing 
his personal experiences of 
being part of the life of St 
George’s Chapel in Windsor 
Castle. This will be a chance 
to listen to someone for whom 
the spoken word is of vital 
importance as Rev. Moxon is a 
retired priest. As well as serving 
for nine years as Canon at St 
George’s, he served for six years 
as Dean of Truro Cathedral.

Coffee and tea will be available, 
but please bring a packed lunch.

Cost: £6 
Closing Date: 
Thursday 7th March
Further Information: 
Veronica Gray  
Val Strout 

DENMAN
We now have 54 members 
travelling to Denman for the 
Federation Visit in May, all 
looking forward to that Denman 
Experience with other WI 

ROYAL 
CORNWALL SHOW

We invite WIs to enter 
the 2019 Royal Cornwall 
Show competition, A 
Celebration of Cornwall.

There is ample time for 
you to don those thinking 
caps and come up with 
something truly original to 
mark this occasion. It might 
include a special place, 
story, person, landmark or 
typical Cornish event. You 
can really go to town with 
this title, and with one of the 
items being a craft in any 
medium, there is a chance 

for lesser-known crafts to be 
exhibited and discovered.

If you have never entered 
before, make this the year 
you begin. Besides the fun 
of WI members working 
together as a team, it can be 
ticked off on your Centenary 
Passport - another plus!

What we’re hoping to see 
is some original thinking 
and some items that are 
instantly recognisable as 
Cornish. Notebooks out 
then and get cracking!

friends. If you are still undecided 
then contact Kathy Reed, Denman 
Ambassador if you have any  
queries. 

We are an independent Cornish company, suppliers of 
Straight or Curved Stairlifts, New or Reconditioned Stairlifts, 
Step Lifts, Platform Lifts, Porch Lifts, Access Lifts, and 
Through the Floor Lifts. We offer a Free Site surveys and 
quotations by our friendly courteous staff.

Call us NOW to discuss your requirements 
or order a FREE brochure on
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FLORAL ART AND GARDENING

WINNING WAYS WITH 
FLOWERS
Tuesday 26th March 2019
CHY NOWETH AN CONTETH
10:30am-3:30pm
Have you ever fancied “having 
a go” at entering a local 
competition, and then been 
baffled by the title? Perhaps 
you’d enjoy entering and 
producing something lovely but 
aren’t sure just what the judge 
will be looking for? 

Then this day is for you! Edna 
Trudgeon, an experienced Floral 
Artist and nationally accredited 
judge, will be demonstrating 
how to produce what could be a 
winning entry.
 
She will have with her the 
titles for some forthcoming 
competitions and there 

will be question and answer 
opportunities for you. Bring 
along the titles from a recent 
competition you didn’t enter 
as you couldn’t quite work out 
what was being looked for! The 
day is aimed at encouraging 
the less experienced, but would 
also be suitable for the more 
experienced.

Cost: £15
Closing Date: Tuesday 12th 
February 2019
Further Information: 
Abigail Kirby-Harris

Harris 
 

SPRING CELEBRATION
Wednesday 10th April 2019
ST COLUMB CHURCH, ST 
COLUMB MAJOR
10:30am-3:30pm
This will be the second in our 
new series of tutorials on Flower 
Arranging in Churches.  

Our previous event in St Breward 
proved that lack of flowers in 
no way prevents the creation 
of beautiful arrangements. 
The church of St Columb, in St 
Columb Major, is a large, early 
Victorian building, and this event 
will focus on larger spaces. It 
is in Lent when the rules are a 
bit different, but this workshop 
should offer you plenty of ideas.
 
Those attending will be free to 
take home what they have created 
but no doubt the church members 
will be very pleased if you choose 
to leave them there in situ! 

There is plenty of parking behind 
the Columba Centre (directions 
will be included with your list 
of what to bring) and there is a 
cafe in the town should you fancy 
it – but feel free to bring a packed 
lunch. Beverages will be available 
during the day.

Cost: £15
Closing Date: 
Thursday 28 February 2019
Further Information: Felicity 
Penneycard 

PROPAGATION WORKSHOP 
AND GARDENERS’ 
QUESTION TIME
Thursday 25th April 2019
CHY NOWETH AN CONTETH
10:30am-3:30pm
Successful propagation of 

plants, your own or a friend’s, 
is really “Plants for Free”! 
Who better to teach about 
successful propagation than 
Radio Cornwall’s very own Nigel 
Pascoe, our former CFWI 
Gardens Adviser? 

On a previous occasion, members 
attending went home with lots of 
cuttings, and advice about how to 
grow them on – many ended up 
with super plants for their garden. 
Nigel is returning in April and will 
show us all how it is done. He will 
also have with him a range of 
plants for sale, and after lunch, he 
will take questions from members 
and give advice. 

A soup and roll lunch, and cake 
with the tea and coffee will be 
available for £5 payable on the 
day, or feel free to bring a packed 
lunch.

Cost: £15
Closing Date: 
Wednesday 13th March 2019
Further Information:  
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IS YOUR GROUP
LOOKING FOR SPEAKERS?

Local charity, iSightCornwall 
has been supporting blind and 

partially sighted people in 
Cornwall for over 160 years 

Whether you want to know more about 
our history or find out about the services 
we provide, we can tailor a talk to suit you.

For more information contact 
Carole Theobald
01872 261110
ctheobald@isightcornwall.org.uk

www.isightcornwall.org.uk

In return you'd be helping us to spread 
the word about the vital work that we do.
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Mobility scooter sales, service & repair.
Replacement batteries & tyres.

Rise & Recline Chairs, Mobility Aids. 
Also golf buggy repairs & batteries.

info@tootsmobilityscooters.co.uk
07341 667886     01637 859181

Abigail Kirby-Harris
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WI BIRTHDAYS
JANUARY BIRTHDAYS
St Mary’s Isles of Scilly WI, 65th
St Pinnock WI, 70th 
St Agnes WI, 95th

WI EVENTS

BODMIN GAOLBIRDS 
WI SIX-CORNER 
WORKSHOP
Bodmin Gaolbirds WI will 
be holding a six-corner 
workshop on Saturday 9th 
March 2019 from 10am until 
4pm at Lanivet Community 
Centre. You’ll be able 
to choose between two 
activities, one in the morning 
and one in the afternoon 
(the embroidered scissor 
case will be an all-day craft). 
Crafts on offer are: make an 
embroidered scissor case, 

create a book folded teapot 
with f lower embellishments, 
decorate a jute hessian lunch 
bag, make a beaded bracelet, 
make a felted needle-case or 
create a hand-painted silk 
card. The cost is £15 per person 
with a lunch of soup, roll and 
cake available on the day for 
£5. For more information: 
bodmingaolbirds@gmail.com.

CENTENARY 
VARIETY CONCERT
St Buryan WI is holding 
a Variety Concert to celebrate our 

Centenary year on Saturday 5th 
October 2019 at 2:30pm in the 
Marazion Community Centre.

St Buryan WI can now confirm 
that the chosen charity to 
receive all proceeds from this 
fun event will be Cornwall Air 
Ambulance. Tickets priced at 
£5 per person will be payable 
on the door and not issued in 
advance. However, St Buryan 
would like some idea of numbers 
before the event so that they 
can ensure there is enough 
seating. They look forward to 
hearing from all you budding 
artistes, and if you have any queries 
do give Penny Ellis a ring on  

 to discuss your ideas. Or, 
for all things non-thespian, call Jan 
Gosling 

Thousands of people in Cornwall are suffering pain and discomfort 
because of what has been described as a ‘hidden epidemic.’

The condition affects an estimated one in ten of the population and 
leads to pain in the heel and bottom of the foot. According to Andrew 
Scowcroft of Foot Solutions it can cause intense pain which in many 
cases severely affects mobility.
  
Andrew said: “The symptoms include pain in the bottom of the foot, 
especially at the front or centre of the heel bone. The pain is often 
worse when first getting out of bed in the morning or when standing up 
after any long period of sitting.”He said the condition can be caused 
by a variety of factors, including standing for long periods, weight gain 
or wearing inappropriate footwear. GPs will often recommend rest or 
anti-inflammatory medication. 
   
In more severe cases, cortisone injections may be administered. 
Podiatrist Karen Scowcroft of City Centre Chiropody, which is on the 
first floor of the Foot Solutions store in Royal Parade, said: “Although 
this can be effective, these actions simply deal with the symptoms 
and not the root cause of the condition.” The technical name for the 
condition is Plantar Fasciitis. Karen said: “The condition occurs when 
the foot is put under excessive strain usually due to the foot rolling 
inwards. This results insmall micro-tears in the fascia, inflammation 
and in turn pain. For many people this has the impact of time off work, 
reductionin sporting activities and a general disruption to their quality 
of life. Foot Solutions provide a full assessment ofthe client’s feet using 
advanced technology and supply custom made arch supports which 
control the movement of the foot and prevent muscle strain. Andrew 
said: “This approach, coupled with the correct footwear, can provide 
along term solution to the problem of Plantar Fasciitis.”

For an appointment call Foot Solutions Plymouth or visit their store 
on Royal Paradein the city centre.
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Thousands of people in 
Cornwall are suffering pain 
and discomfort because of 
what has been described as 
a ‘hidden epidemic.’
The condition affects an estimated 
one in ten of the population and 
leads to pain in the heel and 
bottom of the foot. According 
to Andrew Scowcroft of Foot 
Solutions it can cause intense 
pain which in many cases 
severely affects mobility. Andrew 
said: “The symptoms include 
pain in the bottom of the foot, 
especially at the front or centre 
of the heel bone. The pain is 
often worse when first getting out 
of bed in the morning or when 
standing up after any long period 
of sitting.” He said the condition 
can be caused by a variety of 
factors, including standing for 
long periods, weight gain or 
wearing inappropriate footwear. 
GPs will often recommend rest 
or anti-inflammatory medication. 
In more severe cases, cortisone 
injections may be administered. 
Podiatrist Karen Scowcroft of City 
Centre Chiropody,

which is on the first floor of the 
Foot Solutions store in Royal 
Parade, said: “Although this can 
be effective, these actions simply 
deal with the symptoms and not 
the root cause of the condition.”
The technical name for the 
condition is Plantar Fasciitis.
Karen said: “The condition 
occurs when the foot is put under 
excessive strain usually due to the 
foot rolling inwards. This results 
in small micro-tears in the fascia, 
inflammation and in turn pain. 
For many people this has the 
impact of time off work, reduction
in sporting activities and a 
general disruption to their quality 
of life. Foot Solutions provide 
a full assessment of the client’s 
feet using advanced technology 
and supply custom made arch 
supports which control the 
movement of the foot and prevent 
muscle strain.Andrew said: “This 
approach, coupled with the 
correct footwear, can provide a
long term solution to the problem 
of Plantar Fasciitis.” 

For an appointment call Foot 
Solutions Plymouth or visit their 
store on Royal Paradein 
the city centre.
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Let us help and 
care for you

We understand that thinking about and 
fi nding care can be diffi cult and we 
are here to help guide you. Our 
experienced staff and care 
teams can support you by 
providing information 
about all kinds of 
care as well as 
practical help.

Registered Charity No. 1053486

We Care for Cornwall

01872 261787
www.cornwallcare.com
PLEASE QUOTE: WI-JANUARY-2019

Transforming care for the best days of your life

Cornwall Care is an 
independent Cornish 
charity providing care 
across the county. 
We have 16 Care and 
Nursing Homes and 
offer Home Care 
throughout 
Cornwall.
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